Regulations for Responsible Target Shooting on WDFW Lands

Follow Posted Notices
Know & Obey All Laws

Pack out what you pack in.
Pack out all shells, brass, paper, and other debris.

Don’t shoot from, across, along, or down roads or trails; or where homes and people are behind your target.

Be aware of what is beyond your target
Know your surroundings

Unobstructed earthen backstops at least 8' high must be used, and must stop all projectiles and ricochets. Shoot into the bottom half of the backstop

Shoot during daylight
No exploding targets

No tracer or incendiary ammunition

Other prohibited targets

Place targets within 8 feet of the backstop

Only use targets made for target shooting (no exploding targets). Steel targets are okay outside a designated range only Oct. 1- May 31.

For more information visit: wdfw.wa.gov